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In this paper we define a class of stochastic processes whose law can be considered as a natura; 
generalizL+ion of a nondecomposable law. In a particular case, we express the processes thus 
defined as semimartingales with a Brownian martingale part, and compute the likelihood for 
detecting a signal immersed in additive noise which looks like Brownian motion, but has different 
independence properties. 
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continuity of induced measures 
0, Introduction 
The law with density f(x) = (27~) -“*x2 exp{-ix*} can be looked at in two way?. 
Since it is a standard example of a law which is not decomposable [7, p. 1841, it 
can be looked at as a law which differs from a Gaussian law essentially in its 
independence properties. Furthermore, it can be looked at as a law which is 
equivalent to the standard N(0, l)-law, with density x2, a quadratic form. These 
features of the law with density f are of interest in statistical communication theory, 
as is explained in more detail in the application of Section 4 of the present paper. 
Some other applications, in a somewhat different context, can be found in [4]. 
Sections 1 and 2 of this paper are devoted to the construction of a family of 
stochastic processes which have the two properties stated above. Expressions for 
the lack of independence can be found in Section 1, and the equivalence property 
is treated in Section 3. In Section 4 we are able to express the processes 
in Section 2 in a particular case as semimartingales with a Brownian martingale 
ratio formula for 
but has rather dieerent independence 
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1. family of laws 0 
In this section we consider it family of laws which are natural extensions of the 
:,aw with characteristic function (1 - t2) exp{- it’}. In what follows we shall use this 
notation: 
(1) c and C are real numbers. 
(2) a, m, t, and x are vectors in I&“, for some fixed BZ. 
(3) A is a real symmetric: and positive semidefinite matrix of dimension n, whereas 
R is a real symmetric and positive definite matrix of dimension n. 
(4) ( l , l > is the inner product for [w”, and 1.1 denotes the corresponding norm. 
To shorten expressions, we shall use the following abbreviations: 
(5) 4(x; c, a, A) 
= c-‘(c -tr AR-’ +(a, R-‘(x--m))+(AR-‘(x -m), R-‘(x -m))). 
(6) f(x; m, R) = density of the normal distribution on Iw” with mean m and 
clzovariance matrix R. 
(7) Q(b; c, a, A) = c + i(ag I+)--(At, t). 
If f, q9 Q appear with an index, it will mean that, in expressions 5, 6, 7, the 
parameters appear with the same index. When the parameters are fixed, they are 
omitted from f, 4 and Q. 
ii’d Let FTf be the Fourier transform of f, gnd g(t) = CQ( t)FTf (t). g is the 
characteiistic flmction of a probability density <f and only if 
(1) whenA=Q,c=I anda=O, 
(2) when A #O, C=c-‘~0, and if c=trAR-‘, a =O, whereas if c>trAR-‘, 
a belongs to the range of A. 
In case i I> the density is f, and in case (2) it is q - f. 
roof, Let h(x) = (27~)~~ JRn exp{i(x, t)}CQ(t)FTf(t) dt. Then h(x) = cCq(x)f(x) and 
(ikpI h(s) d.x = CC. Suppose h is a density. Then c f 0, and C = c-l. If A = 0, q(x) = 
c-‘(c + (a, R-‘(x - m))), which is almost sur(ely nonnegative with respect to Lebes- 
gue measure if and only if a = 0. If A # 0, the kernel of A has zero Lebesgue 
measure, and one tag thus suppose that (AR-l(x -m), R-I(;, -m>)>O. Since cf 
has constant sign almost surely with respect o Lebesgue mea,sure? the function of 
s c -. tr A --’ + s(a, Reel(x - m)) + s’(AR-‘(x -m), R-‘(x - m)) cannot have two 
roots. Consequently (a, R -‘(x - m))” s 4(c - tr AR-‘)(AR-‘(x - m ), R-‘(x -m)), 
and it follows that c HP AR-‘. If c = tr AR-‘, then a = 0. Otherwise, writing 
aOa(x) for (a, x)a, 
<4(c-trAR-‘)(AR-‘(x-m), R-l(x-m)), 
the: range of a @a 
io 521, yi . 
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For z ir, @, u in R” and X a random vector with density q l f, 
E(expW, JO)> = c-‘(c -t- (a, u)t + (Au, L!)z’) exp{(m, u)z + ~(Ru, u)~‘}. 
Furthermore (u, X) has density g(x; u, X) given by q(x; c, (a, u), (Au, u)) x 
fk h. 4, Ru, 4). 
.3. Let Xn be a sequence of random vectors with density g,, = qn 9 f,,, and suppose 
that X,, converges in law to a random vector X. Then X has density g = q l f. 
Furthermore the pwameters in g are obtained as limits of the corresponding ones 
appearing in gnk, if (cnk )k is convergent. 
Proof. Let h, be the characteristic function of X,1, and h that of X. One has 
h,(t) = c,‘Qn (t)FTf,( t). h, is bounded, and converges uniformly to h on compact 
sets. Thus [l3, p. 1651 lhn12 converges uniformly to 1 h I2 on compact sets. For C > 0, 
let K be the following cube of [w”: the origin is the center of K, its sides have length 
2C and are parallel to the coordinate planes. Since Ih I2 is a characteristic function, 
there is a K such that, for t in K, Ih 12( t) 2 E >O. Let tj be the vector in Iw” which 
has zero components, except in the jth position, where the component is C. Then 
C is the norm of tj, and Ih 12( ti) 2 E >O. Replace a,, by &‘a,* and A, by c,‘A,,. Then 
let a,,j be the jth component of the newly defined a, and a,,,i,k be the entry CJ’, k) 
of the newly defined matrix A,,. rrl,j,k is the entry (j, k) of the matrix I?,,. One then 
has Ih, 12(ti) = (cl- C2a,,j,j)* + C’az,i) exp{-C2r,,,i,j}. Because OF Fact 1.2, a :,i is zero 
whenever a i,i,j is, and also a$ s 4a:,j,i and a,,,j,j s rrl,j,j. Thus, if n>,,i_i is not zero, 
one can write, 
O<E 
for n large enough, ; 
s Ihn 12(ti) 
= ((r,i j -- C2a 2 
9 I ,l,,,l n,j,j) + (C2r~,~,j)(a~,ia~~.j.i)(a,~,i.ir~.~.i)) . .r-l 
X d,j,j exp{-C24,,j,jl 
5; (2(C4 + r&) +4C’r,t,j)ri,i,j eXp(-C”~fl,j,j>~ 
If %j,j is zero, me has 0 < c^ G Ih, 12(tj) = exp{-C2r,,,i.i}. Consequently Et1 r,l,,,, < a. 
Suppose lim, r,l,i,i <&,, rrt,i,i, Since lli,j S 461n,j,j G 4r,,,i,;, one can find subse ences 
ilZ,,i, aZ+j, a.p,j.j9 attq.i.j9 rn,,~~ and rnc,.i.i sue 
g f = lim, 62 f,,,j, iif = lilTI, a f,,j, 
_ri.j = lim, rn,,j,j = mr: rn,i.,b 
((1 - C’Q,,~)’ + c2r_J ;? ) ex {--C’~,.i} = (( 1 - C”~,., )’ + C’A’ ) { -&,.,}. 
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Since here it is no longer necessary to restrict the range of variation of C, the 
assumption that lj,j < ?j,j leads to a contradiction. One can now repeat the 
argument o obtain that both u,,,~,~ and a$ have limits. 
Let t, be a vector in R” with all its components equal to zero, except the jth one, 
which varies in [0, l] and is denoted s. Then 
h,, (ts) - (1 + ia, is - a,l,j,js2) exp{im,,i - $r,i,jS*}. . 
The function exp{& n,i,js2} is bounded on [0, 11, and there, converges uniformly to 
eXp{$i+j.is”)e Since cl,,j converges to Cli, if l&k ak,j < Gk a,,,+ then @, a,,j = -Iail 
and i&k a,,,i = lai 1, Choose a subsequen :e akpti such that -++I = lim, a,,,i. By 
hypothesis ai = 0, and thus, (1 + ia+js - U,p,i,+2)-1 is eventually bounded on [0, 11, 
and there uniformly convergent to (1 .-i(ai/s - ai,iS2)-‘. It then follows that 
exp{imkP,is} i  uniformly convergent [13, p. 1651, so that m,p,j has a limit mi [15, 
p. 2451. Using a subsequence an4,j converging to aj, one obtains similarly a limit 
H$. So one has 
1 - iI& - aj,iS2 = (1 + ilaJs - aj,jJ ‘I eXp{i(mj - ~j)s}. 
Differentiating this last expression, and setting s = 0, one obtains yi - tii = 21ajl, 
so that 
( 1 -- i(ajlS - a$) eXp(2ilajlS) = 1 + ilCljlS - aj,jS'. 
If one differentiates this last expression three times, one obtains 
Thus lail’aj,; = 0. But this is impossible, since the possibility that laJ= 0 has been 
excluded, which implies that aj,i is different from zero (for ai,i c 4an,i,j)- Thus a,,i 
has a limit, which shall be denoted ai. If aj = 0, or if ai # 0 and aj,i < 1, (1 + ia,,js - 
U,,j,jZ*) -I is eventuaily bounded on [0, 11, and there, uniformly convergent to 
(1 + il.2jS - LZj,jS’)-‘. Consequently, m,,j will have a limit mi [15, p. 2451. The only 
case thus left to consider is when Cli = 0 and ai,i = 1. But then, it is sufficient to 1\et 
s vary in a range smaller than [b, 11. 
We have thus established convergence for the components of a, and m,,, and for 
the diagonal entries of A, and R,,. For the terms off the diagonal, one may proceed 
as fobvs. Let fi,k be the vector which has all its components equal to zero, except 
e jth and kth, which are both equal to C. Then 
(a,,, Ij.k) = C(a,,j + an,k), whicli shall be written co (G, j, k), 
(m,, tj,k) = C(mk,i 3- mk,k), which shall be written cm (n, j, k), 
(Anfj,kt fj.k > = C*(a,~j.j + 2an,j,k + f&,k.k >, 
*(rn,j,j -+ :k,,,k + rn,k,k), 
all be written 7* 
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Thus 
I~,(fi,~)=(l+ia(rz,j, k)C-A(rt,j, rlc)Cz) exp;im(n,j, k)C-$?(n,j, k)C’}, 
and one obtains, as in the diagonal case, that Aln, j, k) and R(n, j, k) both have 
limits. From there and the first part of the proof, it follows that LZ,,~,~ and m,j& both 
converge. 
act Let g = q l f be the density of Fact 1.1. Let .x - (u, v)‘, where u is in Rp. 
The corresponding partitions of a, m, A and R are respectively 
If X = ( W, V)’ is a random vector with density g, then U has density g1 = q1 n f ,, and 
V has density g2 = q2 l f2. 
roof. Write R-’ in the form 
Sl s:, 1 1 so s=,’ 
and R-‘AR-’ in the form 
Tl Tb 
[ I To T2 l 
From [3, p. 2521 one has that 
I q(x)f(x) &I = [w” P 
= ((24’ det R det S2)-1’2 exp{-$((SI -S$;‘So)(u --ml), II -ml)} 
xc-‘(c-trAR_‘+tr T&l +((S1-SbSY’&)al, u-ml) 
+((Tl -2S&‘To+SfoS~‘T2S~‘So)(u -ml), u-ml>). 
Writing the T-matrix in terms of the matrices A and S, one gets the result wit 
the help of [3, pm 1651. 
From Fact 1.4 one obtains the following. 
. The conditlioual density of V7 given U, !‘s 
(q(x)lqM)f(v; m2 + 
-1 
1 w h,. 
&-ml)). 
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Proof. Let rfi =wz,+R~R~~(P--~~), and h be in R’? The expectation of (+z) 
with respect to the density of V, given U, is (ti, h)+(l/qr(u))E(q(x)(v -6, h)), 
the expectation being with respect to the norma. law with density f(u ; 12, R2 - 
&R~*R~). Write q(x) in the form &J 4~). Standard properties of the moments 
of normal random variables yield, for the conditional rnean, 
Expressing To and & in terms of the matrices A and S, and remembering that 
sz’s, = -RJ?~*, one finds 
S2’To=(Ao-RoR1’AlIAz-R,,R;‘A~) i1 , 
[ 1 0 
S;‘Tz=(Ao-RoR;‘AIIAz-RoRT’Afo) So 
[ 1 s2’
Consequently, 
= (Au-RI,R;‘AI)R;‘. 
2. A stochastic process 
In this section, we consider a stochastic process which is a natural extension of 
the random variable with characteristk function (I- t’) exp{-it’}. In the sequel 
we shall adopt the following notation and assumptions. T is a metric space for the 
metric d, a and m are ltwo real valued functions defined on T, A and R two 
covariance functions defined on T x T, and R is definite. Finite subsets I of T all 
have distinct elements tl, . . . , tz. For a function f defined on T, fz is the vector in 
R’ whose &h component is f(ti j, and for a function g on T x T, gz is the matrix 
whose (i, j)th entry is g(fj, lj). From Fact 1.1, we immediately have the following. 
Let hz be defined as h in Fact 1.1, with a, m, A, R replaced respectively 
by a,r, ml, AI, RI. Tile family (hz ; I c T, I finite) defines a stochastic process if and 
on!y if 
(1; infl (c-trAzR~‘)zO, 
(2) aI is in the range of A: for every I such that c - tr A,RT’ P 0 and AI f 0, and 
al = 0 for every other I, 
(3) c = 1 if there is an dsuch that AZ = 0. 
I finite) defines a 
ean 
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.2. (1) mx(t)=m(t)+a(t)/c;(2)C,& t)=R(s, t)+2A(s, t)lc-a(s)a(t)/c2. 
Let H(A) and H(R) be the reproducing kernel Hiibert spaces obtained from A 
and R respectively. Then we have the following. 
Fact 2.3. (1) a EH(A); (2) CR -A is a covariance; (3) lalH(Aj~4~. 
Proof. &om Fact 1.2 one has, for all finite subsets I of T and all u in Iw’, 
((Q, u)l(Rtu, u>)~ a4((&4, u)l(R~u, uj2)(c - (Azu, u)l(Rzu, ~))a 
Consequently (Azu, uj s c(Rzu, u>, which proves (2), and (al, u>* 6 k-(&4, u), 
which proves (1) and (3) [ 11, p. 36-J. 
Corollary 2.4. (1) As sets of functions H(A&H(R); (2) on H(A). lhlH(R,~ 
C 
l/2 IhI H(A)* 
Proof. From Fact 2.3(2) and [6, p. 131 one has that H(A) E H(cR) and that 
IhI H(d) s ‘hiHt/u on H(A). Thus it is sufficient to show that H(cR) = H(R) as sets 
and that c”21hlH(CR)= IhlH(K) . Suppose thus that h is in H(cR) and that h,, converges 
to h, where h, has the form CT=, bicRII. Since Ih,,lL(cR)= Ih,&&c, h,, is a Cauchy 
sequence in H(R), which has thus a limit h’. Then 
Ih’(t)- h(t)1 = I@‘, ~%zm) - ih, CRr)HtcR)l 
= lim, IUL R~)H~R) - UL cRAH~~R)I l 
Thus h’- - h and H(cR) c H(R). The reverse inclusion is proved similarly, Further- 
more IhlH(cR) = lim, Ih,&icR) = lim, IhnlHI&C1’*‘= lh]H(R)/6*‘2. 
Fact 2.5. Let V(A) (resp. V(R)) be the vector space generated by (A,, t E T) (resp. 
(R,, t E T)), where A,(x) = A(x, t) (resp. R,(X) = R(x, t)). Let J: V(R)+ V(A) be 
defined by JR, = At. Then, 
(1) J can be extended to H(R) to become a linear operator on H(R), which is 
bounded, self-adjoint, and positive. Its .rtorm is then less than or equal to c. shall 
write JR for this extension ; 
(2) Jean be extended to H( ) to become a linear map from H(R) to 
is bounded and has dense ran . Its norm is less than or equal to c”~. 
JA for this extension ; 
(3) JR = J;J/+ 
. (1) is stated in [9] and proved in [lo, p. 1793; (2) and (3) are obtained 
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roof. Let it: HI(R) + H(Rt) be the isometry which restricts the functions of E&(R) 
to I. If x and y are in op’, with respective components xi and y;, one has [ll, p, 321 
Thus an orthonormal basis folr HI (R ) is obtained by choosing an orthonormal basis 
for R’ in the range of R:/2, Since 
= (R;“2AtR;“2(R;‘2~x), R:‘2y)<, 
the result follows. 
ac% 2.7, I,f T is separable and R is continuous, then JA is Hilbert-Schmidt and 
tr JR s c. 
Proof. L,et Dr be a dense subset of T and D,, be: the subset of DT containing its 
first fi elements. Sk:rt- R is continuous, H(R) is the closure of Un HP, (R). If PP,, 
k the projection onto HP,(R), tr JR = lim, tr PPnJRPP, = supz tr AtRy’ CC. 
.,Y is continuous in probability if and only if m and R are continuous. 
roof. If X is continuous in probability, the continuity of m and R is obtained as 
in Fact 1.3. If m and R are continuous, then X, - Xt” has a density given by Fact 
1.2. So P( XI - X,,, I> 2 ) can be expressed as a finite linear combination of integrals, 
where the coefficients are bounded, because of Fact 1.2, and the integrals are over 
sets Which; vanish as a’( t, tn ) goes to zero. 
One ca.11 thus state the following theorem. 
If T i._ separable, the family (ht, I c T, I finite) defines a stochastic 
is continuous in probability if and only if 
is a cowriance and a belongs to H(A), 
(2) m m-d R are co,rttinuous, 
(3) the operator JA is Hi’bert-Schmidt and tr J’,Jp. s c. 
rom this pont on we shall suppose T separable, and X continuous in prc7,‘Jability. 
next assertion shows that, for a fixed R, there are many possible proc :sses. 
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denotes the projection onto the closure of that range, the inner product of Jz2h and 
Jkj2k is given by (PJh, PJk)H(R). 
Proof. If JA is as stated, it has a representation of the form c, anen @fn, where 
c n a; s c, the e,‘s are orthonormal in H(R) 2nd ihc fi’s are orthonormal in H(A). 
Thus A, = JAR, = c, a&,, Rth(Rlfn, so that A(s, !i = (A,, &H(A) = c, a%-,, (de, W. 
Conversely, if A is as stctted, one can complemr:nt he e,‘s with orthonormal fp’s 
and represent R(s, t) as c, e,(s)e,(t) +&, fp(s)fp(t). It is then obvious that CR -A 
is a covariancle and thus that JA can be defined. The definition of JA then yields 
A(s, 0 = (J&i, Rrho, and the definition of A, A(s, t) = (c, aie, @e,,(R,), RI)H,R,. 
Thus JR has the stated form and because of the polar decomposition JA = 
C,la,le,, 0 Ue,, where U is a partial isometry. 
The definition of the inner produ.ct on the range of Jz’ makes sense. Indeed, 
if Jz2h = Jg*h and Jg2k = Jz2k’, since the range and the kernel of Jk” are 
orthogonal, (P,h’, PJk’)H(R) = (PJh, P&)H~R~. The resulting space is complete, since 
convergence as defined on the range of Jg” is equivalent to convergence in the 
closure of the range of Jz’ : indeed, if h is the limit of PJh, in H(R‘ Jz2h is the 
limit of Jy*h,. Now, since A, = JRRt, one can compute the inner pro/Juct oE A, and 
Jg*k as (Jk/‘RI, PJIC)H(R) = (R,, JF’IIC)H.R, = (J$“k)(t). In other words A is a 
reproducing kernel for J g2H(R). But then the latter must be H(A). 
The linear space of a stochastic process plays an important part in all inference 
problems concerning this process. We thus give some information on the law of 
each element in the linear space of X, denoted L(X). Frc,;;m Fact 1.3 one sees that 
the joint density of X1, . . . , X,,, where Xk is in L(X), k = i , . . , p, is given by Fact 
1.2. So one must identify the parameters of the density. This is the object 
of the following assertions. Let &(s, t) = R(s, t)+m(s)m(t) and & (s, 0 = 
Cx(s, t)+mx(s)mx(t). Write Jc for the map defined by .&& = &( l , t) and U 
for the unitary map defined by UX, = &( 9, t). 
.&can be extended to a l%ear and continuous map from H(R) t 
dense range. If & has bounded inverse, the density of (X1, . . . , 
Fourier transform given by 
FT x, ,..., x,h, * * - , s,> = 
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Proof. The definition or’ JC makes sense. Indeed, since &! --I? is a covariance, 
z ‘yz 1 x,.&( l , t,) = 0 impiies ~~‘=, xiR ( l , t, )I = 0 and consequently (from Fact 1.2) 
z ~:a_lx,A(+,)=O and I:‘=., x,&)=0, so that ~:‘=,x&(*,ti)=O. Let S be the 
bounded hnear map defined above. Then 
&(s, t) = 
H(R) 
and consequently 
which proves that &- has a bounded extenGon and that 
-i 
Sn9:e J:cJr - I is compact, & has bounded inverse if and only if -1 is not an 
eigenvalue of &JC -- I. Now, if h is a unit eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigen?~alue - 1, 
and, since none of a, rn, JASh can be zero, one must have 2c s Ial&,* lrn1&&. 
Suppose now Jc has bounded inverse and let Xk == 
lim n(k) ~~~‘,’ c:“‘X(. , ty’&‘), hk = UYk. Then hk = limn(k, Cy1:’ Cr(“&( 9 , trfk’). 
?hwx &- has bounded inverse &‘h,+ = km,,(&) >::I:’ cl’& ‘&( l , I’;‘&‘) and thus 
S&-‘hk = lim c c;lk ‘R ( l , ?I’& ‘), 
nfkr i=l 
d 
10 T &r ourier transform of ( 
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and, from Fact 1.2, 
1 =- 
c 
n(k)A(, , fn(k)), n-f Cn(4)A(. , f(4)) 
j=l 
SkS, 
k=l q=! H(R) 
). 
The result folllows. 
Remark 2.12. When mx = 0, a simpler statement can be made. One must replace 
8 by R, cx by Cx, and define .Ic by J& = C,y ( l , t). Then the same formula holds 
replacing S by I and JC’ by JC*, m by -a/c. However, it is then possible to be 
more specific about the invertibility of Jc. The next two propositions contain such 
information. 
Fact 2.13. Let T be the operator (2/c)(JR - (laI&,A,/2c jJiP,J,& where Pll is the 
projection with range spanned by a. 
JcS has bounded inverse when lalh,A, < 3 c. Furthermore, if the operator 
JA 
has its eigenvalues strictly less than c/jal$IA,, Jc is invertible when 3c s laliil~il. If 
alla IHO is an eigenvector of JAJA/c with corresponding eigenvalue c(la I~s(A, - 2c ), 
Jc does not have bounded inverse since then T(Jj4alc”‘la IHtA,) = -Jka/c ’ “ia iH,.., ,. 
roof. The condition (Th, h)H(R) =: - 1 yields 
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. H(R3~H(C~)assetsifandonlyif la!/’ H,A+ 2~. met: l&tCx)~ Ihl,-,,m 
on H t R ) arrd .J(- has horrrrded inuerse. H ( C,Y ) EI H(R) as s yts if and only if A = 
R %allajSf,,t ,. Th ih / H,R ,s Ihlj,,c-,y, on H(Cx) and 2c s lalLcA,. 
raof. Suppose first that H(R) E H(C&. If h is in H(W), (h, C&, t))H(Cx) = 
(k R&IR,:. so that (h,.?&)~,&~=(h, k)HtR,. ConseLyxntly I.@&(R)=lhiH(R). ]Let 
H(R) be tfre closure of H(R) in H(Cx) and let hI1 converge to h in H(C&, where -- 
h, is in HI R) and h in H(R). Since Ih, - hpl,ftR)G I.&IIh,, - hplHtCx), {h,,, n E N} is 
Cauchy in H(R) and thus converges to some limit h’. Then 
h’(t) = W, %)fflR, = lim,, (h,,Rt)Ht~~== lim,, CC-k, R~?H~R, 
and thus h’= h. Consequently H(R) = H(R), that is H(R) is a closed subspace 
of HtCx ). It then follows that C -R is a covariance and thus that A - a Oa/2c is 
itive semidefinite. But then la l&(A) s 2c. The converse is obvious and the first 
rnent is checked. 
or the second notice first that the same equality holds for h in H(&): I.&h I*(R) = 
jhjm,~ L be the closure of H(Cx) in H(R) and suppose that h = lim, h,, 
where h is in MM&) and h, is in H(C&. J>h,, converges to some h’. If {hl, n E N} 
is ~~~~t~~~ sequence in H(Cx) which converges to h in H(R), and if .J>hE converges -_ 
to h”, then h”= h’. One can thus define Fc on H( C’~:I by letting &h = lim, J>h, 
if h =:: lim, h,. & is linear, continuous, and has bounded inverse. Furthermore, if h 
is in H(Cx), tken &-h =&h, and thus, (.$-h, k)H(R, = !h, &k)H(R) for all h in 
H!Cx ). Consequently, if h = lim, h,, with h in HKy ) and h,, in f-U& ), 
lim,, QL, J&wlr-,~ = (k Jckhc,,. But 
since&h, is convergent. Consequently h,, is wealkly convergent to some h’ in H(Cx). 
But 
h’(t)=(h’, C&, t))H,Cx,=limr, (h,,,&RJ~~c,~ 
CIx ) = H(Cx 1 and, as above, R - Cx is a covariancc. Thus I’a @a/2c) -A 
efinite, which can be written as I.JAhlLrA, s Ia/~,A,IPJ,& ILiAi/2c. 
sz range, one fina ly has IkILl,+< In&tA,IP,kl&(A,, which is possible 
y if H(A)isspannedbyla/lalHcn,and2cs lal$ln,. The converse is obvious. 
is equivalent to t 
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roof. One has P(ker 4) =jkerq,m+R,J(~) du. If c = tr AR -‘, then a = 0 and 
ker q(i’n + R l ) = ker A. Thus P(ker 4) = 1 if and only if A = 0. Otherwise P(ker 4) = 
0. Now, if A = 0, then c -tr AR-’ = 1, a contradiction. So, for c = tr AR ‘, 
P(ker 4) =t 0. Suppose then that c > tr AR-‘. For x in ker s(m +R l ), let F(t) = 
q(m -R(~x)). One has F(l) = 0 and F(t) 20. Furthermore (Ax, x) # 0, for, if it is 
zero, (a, x) = 0 and thus c - tr AR-’ = F(t) = F( 1) = 0, a contradiction. 
Consequently (a, x) = -2(A.u, X) and (Ax, x) = c - tr AR-‘. So, if B is the set 
(xEW: (/4x,x)= c - tr AR-‘), ker q(m + R . ) c B. Choose then an invertible matrix 
A4 such that M’RM = I (the identity matrix) and M’AM = D, where D is a diagonal 
matrix Nith diagonal elements di such that di > di+ 1> 0, for i = 1, . . . , p - I, and, 
ifp<n,d,+l=** 9 == d, = 0. Then (AM& Mx) = I;=, dxj?, SO that M--‘B is the shell 
of (a cylinder of w!tich the base is circumscribed by the ellipsoid of equation 
EYE 1 (Xi/Ci)* = 1, where L’? = (c - tr AR-‘)/di. B has thus zero Lebesgue measure 
and again P(ker q) = 0. Consequently q is almost surely strictly positive and P and 
0 are equivalent. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Q be the probability on (WT induced by X, and P that induced bJ 
any stochas(eic process Y which is Gaussian with parameters m and R. Then, P and 
Q are equivalent. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that J(P, Q), the divergence of P and Q, is finite, 
or, equivalently, that sup{J(PI, Qr ), I c T, I finite) < 00 [5]. One thus needs upper 
bounds for (a) jRf log qr dQ1, and (b) JR1 log q;’ CUP,. If A, = 0, q1 is 1, and (a) and 
(b) are zero. So one can always supplose AI # 0. 
Ad (a): If x belongs to the interval [0, I], x log x is in the interval [-l/e, 01. It is 
thus sufficient to give an upper bound for JI = I{,, ,I) q1 log q1 dPI. The change of 
variables x = ml + Rly yields 
Jr = 
I 
qr(m~ +&y) log qrh +&y)fdy; 0, RI’ ) dy. 
{qJ(m~+HI * )> 11 
The change of variables ~7 = A&z, where MI is as in the proof of Fact 3.1, yields in 
turn 
Jr = IlMIZ) log qi(mI + z)f,k; 0, I, dz. 
NOW 
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from zero. These shall be written ai, i = 1, . . . , p. Then 
qr(m~+R~M~~)=c-’ c-trAIRF’-t f af/di+ i di(zi-aT/2di)2 . 
i=l i z 1 
Integrating out tlke n -p variables z which do not appear in this last expression, 
one has 
JI s qr (m, + RJVlz ) !og 41 (ml + &W..z)f,(z ; 0, I) dz. 
Let 
and 
l,c--trAIR;‘--$ ’ a: i c ld) 
i=l 
Then q;(z) aql(rnl -t RIMIz), so that {q~(rnl +RJ& l ) > 1) = (4) > l}, and since 
x log x is increasing for x > I, one has 
Define C = c-‘(br -Cycl di)* ‘Then 
JI c Cllog Cl 
I {4i>ll 
(q~w/c)f,(z; 09 0 dz 
+C I {qi>ll (q;WC)llog (dWC)lfp(z; RI) dz. 
Since x log x is convex for x > 1 and since qi(z)/C is a convex 
(&)/CJI log(q;(z)/C)J g 
combination, 
so that 
< (bI/cC)(l[log II)+ i (di/cC)(Zi +af/2di)2110g(zi + af/2di)‘I, 
i=l 
But 
Jr s Cllog CI( (bI/L’) + f (di/CC) 1 
i=l 19iB11 
(zi + a?/2diJ2f,(z; 091) dz) 
+c f WI Oj- i C i:- 1 {4i>ll 
(zi + af/2di)2110g(zi - a’/2di)21fp(z; 031) dz* 
(ti +af/2di)2fp(Z; 0, 1) dz c 1+ (af/2diJ2, 
(zi + af/2di)2110g(zi +a f/2di)21 fp(z ; 031) dz c 
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-1 se + (zi +af/2dij4fl(zi; 0, 1) dzi 
= e-” + (3 +6(af,/2di)* + (a’/2diJ4)* 
In the inequality (al, x)~ G 4(c - tr A& )(Alx, x) set first x = i&y and then yi = 
aildi. One gets (xi”= l af/diJ2 5~ 4(c - tr AIR;’ ) Cr= 1 a f/d, which 
TP 
yields 
ui= P afi2di s 2(c - tr AIRI’) s 2~. Consequently 
~1 G Cllog CI (1-1-4~~ f (di/rC)) + C( i (d,lCC)) te-’ + 3+2&*+ 16~‘). 
i=l j = 1 
But zF=, di=trPIJRPl and c-trAIR;’ -$xrzr af/di converges to C-trJI;- 
L 4 c L1 af/di, so that bl converges to a limit which lies between 1 and max{l, c} and 
C converges to a limit which lies between c--‘( I+ tr JR) and c-‘(max(1, c} + tr JR ). 
Jr is thus uniformly bounded. 
Ad (b): The proof of (b) proceeds imilarly. As above one has 
Choose 4; to be c-’ Cy=, di(Zi +ai/2di)* and C to be c-’ Cy=, die Since 4;s 
q&nr+R&+), (&~I+RIM”+ l)c(q’ z s I), and since llog XI is decreasing on 
IO, 119 
Jz s 
I 
Ilog q;(z)lf,(z ; 0, I) dz. 
(q&l 1 
But on IO, 11, llog XI is also convex, and since qi/C is a convex combination, 
Jr G llog Cl + 
I 
l~~g~q;wc)lf,(z J 0, I? dz 
(qis1) 
JIog(zi + Uf/2di)*)f,(r ; 0, I) dz 
Now 
< Ilog C) + 2 (di/C) 1 JIog(zi + af/2di)‘lfl(zi; 0, 1) dzi* 
i=l 02 
Jlog(z; + aT/2di)*)fl(zi; 0, 1) dzi = 
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‘Thus 
J, Qog cl+ i (d,/C)(l +(a2/26,)*)allog cI+(l t4c2), 
r-l 
which is uniformly bounded. 
The next result is of the form of the 
Proposition 3.3. The notation and the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative. 
hypotheses are those of the Theorem 3.2. Let 
JR = CD apfp of, and in L( Y) correspond to fp by the standard isomorphism R, I-+ Yf. 
Then 
rooi. Here X shall denote the canonical process on RT with respect to the law 
Q+ and Y the same process with respect to the law P. The entries of the matrix 
en ri,i, and Y’ shall be the process Y -m. Let Yi = (Y:,, . . . , Yi,). 
rivative of Q with respect o P’ when these measures are restricted 
to the a-algebra C, of cylinder sets with base in R’, one has 
C - tr P,JRP, -I- i a (ti) i ,“i,i Y i, i- i 
i=l j=l 
i ak,q i rk,i Y:, i rq,jYii) , 
k=l q=l i=l j=l 
where 6zk.q denotes t31e entry in row k and column q of AI. But Yi, = 
. Consequently, if P, is the projection onto the sub- 
one has 
i, a(tJ i riIp,Y:, = 
j=l * 
Ij, dti) i ri!,j I! fqCtj> Yq 
j=l q=l 
= ,IEl ( iZ!Il a(ti) jil ri.i(Rtp fq)IftR)) Yq - = 
P 
s cl_, a(t,) x:=1 r,,jY:, =~,(&a, fp}HtR) . Similarly one computes 
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Thus 
c 
c-trPrJ~px+C(pI~,f,)~(R, +C 1 (JRP& P,&)H~R~ 
P P 4 
Let YI =&(P@, fP)HtRjYP and Y=Z,(a,fph(R~ . Then E(YI-Y)2= 
Ip Ia -f&(R), and thus Yr converges in probability to Y. Furthermore, if d(i, j) = 1 
when i := j and d(i, j) = 0 when i #j, and if aP.4 = (JRP&, Pdq)~(~), 
and 
D(i, j, k, q) = d(i, j)d(k, q) +d(i, k)d( j, q) + d(i, @d(j, 0 
E(ZI -2)’ =I C aj,jak,,D(i, j, k, q) - 2 C a;,ibk,@(i, j, k 4) 
i.j.k.q i.i.k.q 
+ C h,jhk,,Dli, J;, k, 4 1 
i.i, k,q 
= ( C Uj,j -‘-C bi,j L + 2z (Uj,i - bi,i)2. i I ) i.i 
Thus liml E(Z, - .Z)’ = 0 and DI converges in probability to the right-hand side of 
the formula in the statement of the proposition. Since we know that DI converges 
almost surely to dQ/dP, the rr:sult obtains. 
emark 3.4, In [:I] a number of results about equivalence and singularity of second 
order probability measures are given in terms of the properties of these laws with 
respect to so called V-families. As usual the explicitly available example is t&t of 
Gaussian laws. Because of the way they are constructed, the laws introduced in 
this paper form a class of examples larger than the class of Gaussian processes, 
and for which the conditions given in [2] can be checked. However, for the case 
considered here the results of [2] do not provide information which is not available 
by reduction to the Gaussian case. But the motivation is similar [2, p. 581. 
Laws equivalent to Wie 
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T shall be the interval [0, l] and R(s, t) the covariance of the standard Wiener 
process, min(s, t). A(s, t) shall be a series, as in Fact 2.10. The process thus defined 
k equivalent to the standard Wiener process (see Theorem 3.2) and we can then 
srqqose, and shall do so, that X has continuous paths. The a-algebras generated 
by {.J& sat} augmented by the sets oi’ measure zero shall be denoted B,(X), and 
corresponding famil (X). C,[O, 1] is the set of continuous functions on [0, 11, 
Jse value at 0 is 0. denotes the evaluation at t, and the family {E,, s G t} 
generates the g-algebra C’~ G is the corresponding filtration. If the stochastic base 
is not expl icitly given, it is (0, (X), M), where M is a probability such that 
M*X ’ = 6. L(X) is the subspace of L*(M) generated by X, U the isometry from 
t,(X) onto EM&) defined by UX, = Cx( l , t). Let V be the map from Lz[O, I] onto 
Miminjs, t)) de’fined by t Vf)(t) = I:, fl x) dx. If S is a set, IS iis the indicator of that 
set. 
l 8 c s,, < t ad B,,(X) be the augmented a-algebra gen - 
erated by X(s,, l ), i = 1, . . . , n. Cefine the following processes : 
x,,b4 w) = i (I],, I,s,] (u)l(Si -Si--l))(X(Si9 W> -X(Si-l, W)I9 
1=1 
I 
1 
YPf.,.l( w J = ( v’& vIlsn.r] )(u!X, b, 4 du, 
I) 
I 
1 
Z*.,(w) = ( V’JIz VX,, ( l , whdx,, (u, w) du. 
0 
B,(X)) = X(sn, *)+2Y~.,,,/(c-trP,V’JRV+Z~.,),whereP,istheprojec- 
tion generated by the functions I],, ,&si - si-1) “‘. 
We shall deal -with the following matrices. A0 has entries 
1 
A(t, si) = ( V’J, V.~o,t~)(u )hs,j (u) d :A, 
Al has entries 
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= 0) 
Consequently, if u. = 0 and ut = ( ul, . . . , tin j, 
One obtains similarly tr A 1 R ;’ = tr P, V’& V and 
(RT’AlR;‘u, u) = 
1 = I( v’GIRv Ii (lfi -Uj-l)(l]si _,,s,i/(Si --Si_1 )j)( 1 U 0 i=l 
,.s,] (u)l(Si -si-1)) due 
The result then follows from Fact 1.6. 
Let now si be i2-“, n(t) = i when i2-” c t < (i + 1)2--“, PF be the projection defined 
by (P&(u) = Ifo,,l(r~)f(u), and & = U’( V + 2& V/c)B,V’& VI],,+ Then we have 
the following. 
converges in mean square to U,,,. 
roof 
n(s) 
Y n(s LS.f = C (X( l , i2-“) -X( l , (i - 3 )2-“)) 
i=l 
( 2 
II(F) 
=ut v++v 
) (I 
1 
c (V%Vhnw2 )I. tl )Od 
1=1 0 
converges stro 
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Fact 4.3. Let 9,,, be the projection defined by PJ = I :o,.s]x[o,s~f and Id be the 
identification of L2([0,1] x [0, 11) with Lx[O, I]@L2[0,1]. Write kR for the kernel of 
the operator a/‘& V. Then .Z,,(S).S con verges in quadratic mean to 
Zs=W’W~)(( 2 ~ s V+,,V!,iV+ Jd+)W’s,skn)). 
LA AS in the proof of Fact 4.2, one has 
z n(sLr =(u’out)(( V+~&V),( V+5&V)) 
x (IJ(i-l,Ze”.j2 m2] /2-“‘*)(u) du (Ijci- 1)2-“,i2- n1/2-n/2) 
It is thus suflkxnt to prove that the double sum converges in &([O, l] x [0, 11) to 
P5,,kR. But the integral behind the double sum can be written 
1 I 
‘I 
Jo o kR(U, u)(~]ti--1)2~“.i2 n]/2-“‘*)(~) 
:( tl;Cj-112 -“,j* -n]/2 -“/2)(v) du dv, 
SO that the double sum actually represents the projection of kR onto the subspace 
spanned by 
(J]~r-;,;: ‘1.2 “~/2-n’2)(~~(r-~~*~“,j*~~!/2-n’S), i, j= 1,. . . , n(s), 
that is onto the range of P,r,j,,,(Sj. Since the latter converges strongly to P,,, the 
proof is compkte. 
the monotone conver- 
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E(.X 1 B,(,,(X)) converges in probability to X, + 2 YJz - tr 9,V’JR V 3-2, j- I, 
because of Facts 4.1,4.2 and 4.3. 'ihe two limits must then be equal. 
We are going to prove that,, in t5e simplest case, if A(s, t) = Ca (s )a (t) lnd ,Q is 
a unit vector such that ( I&)” > 0 almost surely, then X is a semimartingale for 
which the martingale part is a Wicn:r process. Then VtJRV’]S,r] = C(a (t) - a(s)) V’a, 
ancll 
Ako k& v) = C( V’a)(u)( V’s)(v), so that &,kR = C(P,V’,a)(4,V’a), and thus, 
if Y, = Ur(V+2J&/c)PSV’a,thenZS = CYf.Finally,tr P,V’JRV= CiPsV’aI~z[O,l]. 
The first step consists of checking that Yl(c - C(P,V’a I:.zlO,l]+ Cvf )-’ is a mar- 
tingale, and we start by obtaining the conditional aw of Y!, given 
having components X(i2-“, a), i = 1, . . . , n(s). 
Fact 4.5. (XncS), Yt) has a law with density of the form q - f. If A’ and R’ are the 
corresponding matrices, one has 
R’= _,_‘____a R k n(s) 1 a -3 1 IEv’~Iz,,] ’ 
where A,(,,, RntS) are the matrices in qrtcS,fncS,, the density of ,r,, and a is the vector 
with entries a(i2-“ j, i = 1, . . . , n (s). 
Proof. E(exp(i(u,,,,, H) + vY,N = lim,,,, E(exp(i < Go), A,> + v Y,.,>>, where 
&.f = J; ( V’~(X)&&, . ) dx. L e q = p -n. The components of t s) can be 
written X(i2’2-‘, l j, i = 1, . . . , n(s). Let Ji be the (n (s j x 2’)-matrix all entries 
equal to zero, except in the last position of ith line, where the entry is one. Let 0 
be the (n(s) x t) - n (s)2’)-matrix of zeroes. Finally, let J = ( J1 I w l . I _T,,(~, I 0). 
Then J&(s) = J Let Q be the vector with components I,: (V’s)(s) x 
Ulci- 1)2- 92-~~/2-~)(x) dx, i = 1,. . . , p(t), and A4 be the (p(t) xp(t))-matrix, 
which in the position (i, i -1) has a (-l), has a (-1) in position (i. i), 
zero in position (i, j), j f i - 1, i, this for i = 1, . . . 9 p(t). Then (A4 
J; ( ~‘a )<~>x,,t,cx, l ) dx. We then have, from Fact 1. .2, that 
= E(exp{i( Jfunrs) + vM’b, WN 
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The term which appears in the exponential factor of the 1a:;t expressicn is 
\IJRp,r:,Jt~n~s~, unrs)) -I- 2u(JR,,,$W’b, u,,& + u2(MR,~,&ttb, b). The matrix J deletes 
the lines not numbered i2”, and the matrix J’ the columns not numbered ~‘2’. 
Consequently, JRpl,,J’ = R,,(,,. Let Ri, i = 1, . . . , n(s), be the following (n(s) x 
24)-matrix: its first (i-l) rows are equal to (j2-“, . . . , j2-“), j = I, . . . , i - 1, and 
the other (n(s) - i + 1) rows are equal to ((i - 1)2’- 1)2-‘, . . o , i2q2-p). R. is the 
following (n(s) x (p(t) -n (s)2”))-matrix: its ith row is equal to (i2-“, . . . , i2-“), i = 
1 I . . . , n(s). Then JRptt, = (RI 1. l l 1 R,,(,,I Ro). The matrix JR,~&Z’ is as follows: to 
obtain its ith column, subtract from the ith column of JRptl) the (i - 1)th. Thus, the 
term in position (i, j) of JRp(,lMt is 2-’ if j = 1, . . . , i2’:, md zero if j > i2’. The ith 
component of JRpt,,M’Q is thus 
(b%)(x) dx 
,i2 -n 
= J (V”/z)(x) dx = rz(i2-“). 0 
The matrix kfR,;,,M’ is a diagonal matrix, with ith diagonal element equal to i2-‘, 
so that 
(MR,,,,M’b, 6) = 
p(1) l 2 
= 
c (I 
( v’a )(x)U ](i-1)2 ep,i2-p]/2-p’2 X X 
i=l 0 
I( )d) 
= 1Pp(r)wL,[0.1,, 
wher e PPcr) is the projection whose range is generated by the functions 
Ij(l-ij2 p.2 71/2 -P/2 , i = 1, . . . , p(t). Let I?;’ be the matrix 
and thus has entr :es Ca (i2-“)a (j2-‘j, j = 
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(a (~‘2-9 - a((j - 1)2-‘)), so that the ith component of JA,~,,M’b is 
$I Cu(i2-‘-‘*)(a(j2-P) - a((j - 1)2-p)) 1 l (V’a)(x)(l],j--*j* “,j2 y/2-“)(x:! dx = 
j= 1 0 
= cn(i2-7 E’ (J’ (~ta)(x)(l,,~-1,2-P.~2-p~/2-~‘~)(~) dx)* 
j=l 0 
Consequently, JA~&PIJ = CIP,(,, V’a 1 &,~p. Finally,, Ak4p(tJWt has, in position 
(i, j), the quantity C(u(zTP )-u((i-1)2-P))(u(j2-P)-~((j-1)2-P)), so that 
(MA,(,\M’6, b) = 
A;= l 
In the proof of Fact 4.2 we have seen that PpttI converges trongly to P,. Thus 
lim, I&,, V’U I&~ = lPtVfu it,Io,l+ and the result follows. 
Fact 4.6 
RI-lAIRI- =: 
where 0 is the zero, (n (s) X n (s))-matrix. 
roof. Let 
From [3, p. 21 I] one has that a matrix of the form D + c invertible if and only 
if D is invertible, and 1 +( is , and c is 
> = 1 - IW’a I&.,,l 
=l-) t&flo.l ,i t (5) a 12210.1 19 
tu)2 is almost surely positive. 
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Consequently (R,,(,,-alP,V’aIEZm,llc’)-’ exists, and 
Using the fact that Q’R,~~,Q = ~P,~~,,V~~JZ,~~,~~ and that A,(,) = Cud, one sees that 
Ml is the zero matrix, M \,2 the vector Cu, I& the number C@b I f _ro,rl, and 
A& a COW vector of zeroes. The same relations yield that R’-‘A’R’-’ has the 
stated form. 
.7. Y: = YJC - C’IP,V’aI~ L~[I),IJ +CYf )- * is a martingale with respect to B(X). 
roof. We use Fact 1 3 to compute the density of Y: knowing that X,r(sJ = u,~(~) 
One has that 
1 
=; (c .- c~P,VfQ~:*[oJ~+ Cuz). 
Also, &.s,R,,‘s, is the matrix with its (i, j)th entry equal to 
I 
1 
Ca(iT”) (Vt~)(~)((~~~i-~,~~f1,i2~“]/2-“)-(I~i~-~~,(i-~)2-~~]/2-“)(x) d ,
0 
where ~~,I(s)2-~~.in(s)+l)2 r11/2-” = 0, so that 
n(s) 
I 
1 = C C a(i2 ‘I) (V’dLdU~,,- 112 “.i2 y/2-“) 
i=l 0 
-(Ili2 “,(i+1)2 011/2- “J)(X) dx 
II ( s 1 
I 
1 
= C C (a(i2 “)-a((i - 1)T ‘*)) I((-1)2 “J2 ,1,/2--“)(x) dx 
i-1 0 
11(S) 
( ) 
2 
-‘7’2)(x) dx 
, 
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Furthermore, .&&r,IRZrl is th e matrix with (i, j)th entry equal ts 
1 
C (V’a wu~],,--,,, ‘3.12 + -“j - V]i’ “.(I + 1 ,2 ~1,/2-‘*J)(x) dx 
1 
X (V’d(d((ll,j-,i~ “.i2 y/2-“)--(~ji2 ‘3.ti+1)2 ~+2-‘l))(x) dx 
> 
, 
so that 
(Rn:s.,A,t,c~Rn:s,uIt,s,r und = 
Consequently, 
I 
1 
( VtC1)(.~)(llri-112-“.i2 ~~1/2-“)(~) dx s 
0 
Finally, the term (R. - RoRi’R&’ of Fact 1.5 is the term R2 in the proof of Fact 
4.6, that is, the variance of the Gaussian factor is equal to (IRS V’a 1 &J.ll - 
IPnc,,Vf~l:,lo.ll)-l* We are left to colmpute the term RoR I’. But Ro = a’, and 
Ri’ = R&, so that the mean of the Gaussian factor is (R $,a, u,&. Then the 
conditional density of Y:, when I(S) = U n(s)9 is 
n(s) 1 2 -1 
+C C (Ui -Ui-1) ( V’a )(x)(lj,i- 112 -“,iz ‘11/2-‘“)(~) dx 
i=I I 0 )) 
( 
n( 
5) 
1 2 -1 
+ c c (II, -- 
1El 1 
1 (V’a)(.Y)u,(, 
112 ‘1.12 
“;/2-‘xx) 1 =I 1 ix H 
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As in the proof of Proposition 4.4, one can then conclude that E( Y: 1 B,(X)) =I Y:, 
since 
11(s) 
C (X(i2 -‘1) 9) -X((i - 1)2 -‘I l j) 9 ’ ( V’a)(x)(I~~i-~)2 “,i2 rl,/2-“)(x) dr  
i=l 
converges in quadratic mean to Ys and lim, IP,, (sj V’a 1 fA2~n, II= IP, V’a 1 &[o, 11. 
The process Y has a continuous version, and thus Y’ can be taken to be 
a continuous martingale. 
roof. Y is a stochastic integral defined in quadratic mean, with integrator X and 
an absolutely continuous integrand V(I + 2 V’& V,/c)(P, V’a), whose derivative is 
(I + 2 V’&V/c)(PJ’a). Y is consequently the almost sure limit of some sub- 
sequence of simple integrals with respect to X and is thus equal to a Riemann- 
Stieltjes integral. &-he change of variables formula for such integrals yields 
1 
=X(1, l )I( 2 0 I +; V’J, V (P,V’a)(x) dx > 
which is continuous in t. 
Yt = C(Ji (PIV’a)(x) Y’(x, 
C / ’ Lz[O.ll 
almost surely positive with respect to Lebesgue measure, 
Wiene.r process adapted to (X) and Y is the iqrocess 
> W. 
. Let Y:‘= Xl - Ccl (t) Y :. 1,” is a martingale, since 
= E(X, I&(X))-- Ca(t) Y: =XS+C(a(t)-a(s))Y: -Ca(t>Y: 
-Xs--Ca(s)Y: = G 
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variation. It is a semimartingale. Its quadratic variation converges to the increasing 
process associated to the martingale part. But, by the equivalence result of Section 
3, the quadratic variation of X is r, SC that the martingale in the decomposition is 
actually a Wiener process. 
pplication 0. Many models in communication theory involve Gaussian pro- 
cesses or martingales, which means in particular that one has to work with measures 
on infinite dimensional spaces of functions. One consequence is that measures are 
more often not orthogonal, and when they are equivalent, equivalence depends on 
the fine properties of the processes involved. This comes in conflict with two facts. 
It has been argued that good models should lead to nonsingular detection, that is, 
the measures involved should be equivalent [12, 141. And there is the fact that the 
statistics of a model are rarely exactly known, and thus have to be estimated. It 
would thus be useful to have analytic means to check how the usual models respond 
to perturbations. The family of laws studied in this paper is useful for investigations 
of departures from independence (see Fact 1.6 and [4]) and also from normality 
(by choosing A appropriately, certain marginal distributions will have heavier tails 
than the normal ones-see Section 1). 
Possibly, the simplest communication theory model is that of a signal imbedded 
in white Gaussian noise. The process defined in Section 4 will have paths which 
look like white noise (ci. Section 3). We are going to show that, when the noise is 
as in Section 4, the decision procedures based on the assumption that the noise is 
i white correspond to decisions based on a marginal likelihood. 
Let (~‘$9” M) be a probability space, and, on i t, consider the stochastic process 
N, which has continuous sample paths and marginal laws as defined in Section 4. 
Let B,(N) be the o-algebra generated by (N,, s c t}, augmented by the sets of 
M-measure zero. We ha seen that one can write N = Z + W, where W is a Wiener 
process with respect to (N), and Z is an absolutely continuous process, with 
derivative 
z(s, w) = ClPJ’al :,[o.*]w, MC - CpY*af~~~[o.l]+ CY2h w- *- 
Let Pw be the Wiener measure defined on (C&J, 
evaluation map at t and Lp,(E) the subspace o 
E. N(min{s, t)) shall be the reprod 
kernel min{s, t} and P/ the usual isometry defi 
). E, shall denote the 
ply) generated by 
(N). For almost every w, s( l , IV) is in Lz[O, l]. S(t, 
Hz: Define 
One then assumes E 
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4Jl. The function Y( l , w)(c - CIPV’a 1:,:0,1~+ CY*( l , w))-’ is con- 
tinuous on [0, 11, except passlibly when C = c, for then its limit when approaching 
oneis(CY(l, w)))’ , which co/Ad be infinite. However this will occur with probability 
zero. The trajectory z(. , w) IS thus, for almost every w, in L[O, 1] and D is well 
defined. Furthermore, by definition one has that 
5 
r t t 
s(x, w)N(dx, w) =- s(x, w)W(dx, w)+ s(x, @2(x, w) dx, 
i) I il I 0 
so that 
I 
s(x, w)N(dx, w)-$ 
I 
I 
s*(x, w) dx 
0 t t 
z(x, w) W(dx, w>-$ 2*(x, w) dx 
= D;y(t, w)D’w(t, w). 
If one mistakes the process N for a w’iener process, the likelihood will be I&, 
whereas the actual likelihood is D. The mistake thus results in the use of a marginal 
likelihood. 
I&: X is measurable with respect o B[O, l]@&(N) and Xt = S, + Nt, AI-a.s.. 
H4: h : [0, 1] x C(,[O, 1] + R is progressively measurable with respect ?o C a,.nd X is 
a continuous process on (0, B(N), M) such that h( l , X( n , w)) is in LJC, 11, 
for almost every w. 
Hs: X is a continuous process on (0, B(N), M) such that 
‘h(x,X(a, w))dx+N(t, w), M-as.. 
2. If I+‘i, i = 1,2,3, hold, then Px = .MX-’ is equivalent to _P.v = 
(dPN,‘dP&(x) = 1 
cc 
--+-t.h(xj EM(L) IX =x), Pw-a.s., 
c c > 
and 
(dPx/dPN)(x) = (1 -+?a(~)) 
-1 
&(D- * IX =x), PN-a.s. 
c 
oaf. Since X can be written as Xt .= ji (s( one has that [8, 
6] Px 
:P,Jd 
is equivalent to PM! =x)9 Pra.s., 
=EQ(&Ix=x),P, -a.s. _ But bN isIequivalent to Pcv and dPN/dPw = l- 
C/c + “a/c, Pura.s. (cf. Section 3j, so that tulle result follows. 
ere k is progressively 
3st sagely. 
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roof. Since h is progressively measurable, h (s, X( l , w)) is &(X)-measurable, so 
that N is adapted to (X). lVow YI is the limit in quadratic mean of sequences 
based on {N,, s G t} and Y is thus adapted to (X). But Y is continuous and thus, 
as in [8, p. 681, Y(t, W) = k(t, X( l , IV)), where k is progressively measurable with 
respect to c. The result follows. 
. If Vta is continuous and of bounded variation, one can produce Y 
explicitly. It is no :r.estriction to suppose that F(t, x) = E’!(x) --jA h (s, x) ds is con- 
tinuous (it amounts to changing h( *, x) on a set of x’s of &-measure zero). Then 
n(s) 
c (N(i2-“, l )-NW - 1)2-“, l )) I 
’ (v’a)(u’i~,,~ _1J2 “,i2 7’2-‘7(u) du = 
i=l 0 
n(s) 
= c (F’(i2_“, X( l , l )) -F((i - 1>2-“, X( l , ’ ))) 
i=l 
1 
j(i- 1)2 -“,i2 “_I J(U) ( V’dW(h - I)2 “,i2 ~11/2-“)( ZJ)dv 
XWu, XL 9) 
Since PncJta is a step function, it is of bounded variation, so that, by the change 
of variables formula, 
I 
t 
Pncrj V’a (u VWu, X( l 9 l )I = 
0 
=p,(#a(t)F(t, X(0, .)I-fF(u,X(., l >)PnJfta(u)du. 
0 
Since V’a is in particular continuous, I,” V’s(x) dx = V’a (O)(p - cy ), so that the 
variation of PncrJ V’a is xf: 1 1 V’a (8,) - V’a (@i-1)1, where (i - 1)2-” 6 8i G i2-“. Con- 
sequently, the sequence &,, V’a is of uniformly bounded variation and converges 
pointwise on [O, 1) to P,V’a. Thus ji F(u, X( -, .))Pncr,Vfa(u) du converges to 
j&u,X(*;))V’a(u)du and Y[= (a;))--j~F(~~,X(.,*))V~a(u)du. 
If X is adapted to ami Ns hold, then 
W?v/dPx)(x) = t 1 
= ( pc ----t-Eta(x) > 1 exp - (h + k)(u, x) ‘,/I + k)2(ti, x) c c 
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where W, is a Brown ian motion!, the first equality holds Px-as., the second PN- and 
Px-as., and finally 
(dPJdP&(x) = 
(h+~)(u,x)E(du,*)-~~~ (h+k)2(u,x)du}, 
JO 
where equality holds PN- and P,x-a.s. 
roof. This result forlows from Fact 4.13 and the result for N a Brownian motion 
Es, p 131. 
6. A factori;fation similar to that in Remark 4.11 shows again that, 
when N iI: mistaken for a Brownian motion, the likelihood function used will be 
a factor of the true likelihood. Finally Fact 4.13 is a consequence of the continuity 
of I’, a consequence of the explicit representation obtained in Theorem 4.9. 
We wish to thank Prof. R. Fortet for bringing his paper [2] to our attention and 
Dr. J.P. Gabriel for his help with the proof of Fact 1.3. 
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